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What’s next 
for SIEM?
SIEM platforms can deliver, 
if implemented correctly



What’s next 
for SIEM?
As enterprise deployments mature, watch for 
more strategic implementations that serve as 
the foundation for overall security intelligence, 
reports Beth Schultz.

A s Mother Nature unleashed a record-
setting blizzard across the Midwest 
during one treacherously and blustery 

24-hour period early this February, employees 
at Grand Rapid, Mich.-based Priority Health 
had more to worry about than shoveling walk-
ways and unburying cars.

“The weather was dangerous, the roads 
weren’t cleared and people couldn’t get to 
work, but we still had contractual obligations 
to meet,” says Paul Melson, manager of in-
formation security at the company, one of the 
nation’s leading health insurance providers.

Turns out, a security information and event 
management (SIEM) platform became a snow 
angel for Priority Health.

What SIEM is all about
Following business continuity procedures, 
designated employees brought home laptops 
and remotely accessed the corporate systems 
they needed to get their work done. As neces-
sary, IT diverted offi ce calls to soft phones on 
laptops, as well. But missing was IT’s ability to 
monitor bandwidth and fi rewall use and VPN 
sessions, Melson says.

So, he jumped into the company’s SIEM 
platform – Enterprise Security Manager 
(ESM) from ArcSight, now an HP company – 
and put together a dashboard with a couple of 
data monitors and a report on remote access 
and utilization. 

“I was able to keep the business continuity 
team in the loop about how we were manag-
ing access throughout the day in order to 
ensure claims were getting paid and phones 
answered,” he says. “The SIEM worked really 
well, and was actually kind of a lifesaver.”

And while Priority Health hadn’t foreseen 
such a use for its SIEM, that is really what the 
technology is all about, Melson adds. “That is 
how a SIEM should work – the data you need 
should be there whether you know you need 
it or not,” he says. “And then when you do 
need to do something in it, you should be able 
to search through what’s there or modify it 
to do the aggregating, graphing, reporting or 
whatever on the data that you need.”

SIEM platforms have been staples of many 
enterprise IT security shops for years – some 
more effective than others. But in many re-
spects, the technology is still in its infancy at 
many organizations. As its use matures from 
the tactical to the strategic, security watch-
ers expect bigger and better results from 
SIEM platforms. Watch for SIEM to become 
increasingly fl exible, for example, becoming 
more tightly integrated not only with fron-
tend, but also backend systems, they say.

Planning for the unknown
Increasing fl exibility of SIEM tools is es-
pecially important the more hazardous the 
threat landscape becomes, industry observ-
ers say. 

“With more expertly crafted threats and 
attack sequences that are diffi cult to discern, 
organizations need a lot more fl exibility 
in how they can identify and understand a 
potential threat or incident from their data,” 
says Scott Crawford, a managing research 
director with Enterprise Management As-
sociates, an IT analyst and consulting fi rm. 
“This goes hand in hand with fl exible query-
ing capabilities that let organizations look for 
what’s available in the data when they may 
not have known exactly what they’d be look-
ing for ahead of time.”

The more advanced enterprise IT security 
teams are starting to build closer relation-
ships between SIEM and tools that provide 
deeper analysis into data that is collected 
throughout an environment. 

“They might say, ‘We saw these events 
fl agged in our SIEM system, so let’s take a 
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look at the content pulled off the wire, rebuild 
that communications sequence and see if we 
can fi nd anything potentially interesting in 
there, like an infected PDF,’” Crawford says.

In other words, he says, organizations are 
broadening their view of SIEM, looking for 
ways it can help to better identify, detect and 
correlate threats of risky activity by also tap-
ping into data pulled from tools used for net-
work or application performance monitoring.

Consider this the evolution from tactical 
to strategic SIEM use, says Mark Nicolett, 
chief of security, privacy and risk research at 
Gartner. For the most part, enterprises fi rst 
deploy SIEM for tactical reasons – to solve 
compliance issues or for network security 
monitoring, for example. That has made it 
a popular and useful technology, one that 
is easy for companies to get into without 
incurring great project expense, Nicolett 
says. “So this is where we are today, and it 
is good,” he adds.

But a tactical deployment doesn’t need to, 
nor should it be, the end state. Rather, IT 
security personnel must think ahead and 
consider how the technology could come 
into play as they build overall enterprise se-
curity intelligence, or ESI, Nicolett says. As 
he explains in a January research report, ESI 
involves the use of data warehousing and 
analytics capabilities to provide an under-
standing of security event, state and context 
data, and support adaptive response. 

SIEM is a foundational technology for ESI 
because it aggregates, normalizes and moni-
tors security events across a broad range of 
network, security, server, database and ap-
plication components. 

“There are ways to extend the capabilities, 
providing more context or making it easier 
for organizations to join the context with the 
event data,” Nicolett says.

Contextual references
Take, for example, the ability to add user 
context into a SIEM. “It’s easy for SIEM 
technology to track all of the activity on a 

system or access to a database or activity of a 
user,” Nicolett says. “The question is, ‘What 
piece of all that activity being observed is the 
small signal that there is a breach in progress 
or some sort of internal security issue?’ Well, 
you can’t easily determine that unless you 
know something about the user context. Who 
is the user? What is their role? What is their 
normal response and normal activity?”

SIEM platforms must expand to provide 
this type of user context, as well as data and 
threat context, and they must do a better job 
of enabling analytics against the data that is 
collected, he says.

But that is a tall order, and as such ESI is 
still more concept than reality at all but the 
most advanced security organizations. 

The Navy Cyber Defense Operations Com-
mand (NCDOC), a Defense Department cy-
ber defense team, falls among this elite group. 
It uses Novell’s Sentinel SIEM platform in a 
highly strategic manner. 

“We use SIEM as a sensor analysis and 
aggregation tool and in partnership with 
backend data warehouses,” says Jim Granger, 
director of capabilities and readiness at NC-
DOC, in Norfolk, Va. “These, in turn, use 
business intelligence to do decision support 
and visualization. I’m not certain many, if 
any, others are doing SIEM in this way.” 

Granger attributes NCDOC’s advanced 
SIEM strategy to the maturing of cyber de-
fense in general. “If we go back 10, 12 years, 
we were very small and focused on ourselves 
and getting our job done,” he says. “Navy 
leadership, actually government leadership in 
general, was not focused on computer net-
work defense or network security. Nobody 
was thinking about global hacking. But now 
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[Ten years ago] nobody was 
thinking about global hacking.”

– Jim Granger, director of 
capabilities and readiness at NCDOC



cybersecurity is a very hot topic and these 
days we have to provide information on 
cybersecurity to commanders at the highest 
level of the DoD and the government.” 

This “commander” layer, which links in 
other areas of warfare, tops off operational 
and tactical tiers. At the operational layer, 
NCDOC personnel maintain a broad, global 
view of security. Security practitioners at 
the tactical layer are those charged with the 
“hands-on, respond right now at this second” 
responsibilities, Granger says. 

“When we fi rst got into SIEM, it was 
pretty much all about the tactical and, to a 
lesser degree, the operational layer,” he says. 
“Now we’re required to provide situational 
awareness of the cyber network defense arena 
at all layers of the chain of command.” 

Charles Kolodgy, research vice presi-
dent for security products at IDC, a global 
provider of services for the IT market, sees 
situational awareness as an increasingly im-
portant attribute of enterprise SIEM imple-
mentations, too. In a recent white paper, 
sponsored by eIQnetworks, he summarizes 
situational awareness as “knowing what is 
going on so you can fi gure out what to do.”

Like Nicolett, he too uses a change in 
user status as one simple case in point. “An 
attacker elevates his credentials, making him-
self a super user,” he says. “If your SIEM can 
fi nd when users get elevated to higher status, 
you can check on that action. Was that sup-
posed to happen? If it happened at 3 a.m., 
then probably not.”

Without situational awareness, investi-
gations would then require looking into a 
number of systems and collating incomplete 
information to get the bigger picture. All of 
the devices and applications on the network 
produce a complex set of critical security 
data – e.g., event-based logs, confi rmation 
information, performance metrics, network 
traffi c data, and fi le integrity data, he says.

“This data is used as part of security 
controls assessments and can provide clues 
that lead to issue resolution,” he says. “But 
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Five tips on how to optimize 
SIEM deployments

From the practical to the big picture, secu-
rity experts share best practices advice

Don’t skimp on resources. 
If you’re going to implement a security in-
formation and event management (SIEM) 
platform, commit to allocating the people 
and time that will be needed for working 
with the tool to achieve your goals. 

“If you assume you can bring it in, turn 
it on and forget about it, you’ll never get 
maximum value out of it and it’ll never be 
a primary tool,” says Paul Melson, man-
ager of information security at Priority 
Health, in Grand Rapids, Mich.

 
Remember to timestamp your logs. 
“If you operate across time zones, that 
is key to remember when working with 
event-based systems,” Melson says. “I 
can’t stress this enough. You need time-
stamps in your logs to be accurate across 
your enterprise so you don’t have issues 
with investigations. Bad timestamps will 
cause you all sorts of nightmares.”

 
Think big picture. 
A SIEM can be a point solution, but it is 
really a set of tools, Melson says. “Focus 
on the robustness and fl exibility of the 
platform. Ask yourself, ‘How will this 
grow with our business?’”

Look outside your organization. 
SIEM services – of the traditional man-
aged ilk or the newer software as a service 
(SaaS) variety – can be viable options for 
security organizations that know they can’t 
devote the time and resources needed to 
maintain and grow their SIEM use cases, 
experts say. 

continued on page 5



without visibility into this security data, it is 
diffi cult to come to a resolution. Situational 
awareness, when included in a security and 
compliance management solution, allows IT 
and security professionals to gain real-time, 
enterprise-wide visibility and actionable 
information across the various organizational 
silos and diverse sets of security solutions.”

Center of the security universe
Assuring such visibility was a foremost con-
cern at Priority Health as it boosted its secu-
rity architecture with additional intrusion de-
tection, endpoint protection, web application 
security and network forensic capabilities in 
2010, Melson says. “All of our decisions were 
based on, ‘Can we integrate your product 
into our SIEM platform?’ If a tool can’t be 
integrated into the SIEM, it diminishes the 
value I’m going to get out of it.”

That Priority Health chose no security 
product that couldn’t work with its SIEM is 
a sure sign of how strategic it considers the 
technology, Melson says. 

“Did I ever produce a memo or a white 
paper saying that we were going to use our 
SIEM platform as the foundation for driving 
to enterprise security intelligence,” he says. 
“No, I don’t think I ever declared that as a 
direction. But yes, we’re absolutely there. I 
want everything in the one interface, which 
streamlines data correlation and makes inves-
tigations and analysis faster.” 

Michael Williams, assistant vice president 
of technology for Credit Union 24, an ATM 
and point-of-sale network in Tallahassee, 
Fla., agrees.

“SIEM should provide a single portal 
through which you can confi rm that your se-
curity policies are effective, and that is where 
we’re headed,” says Williams, adding that 
the company is morphing its use of Nitro-
Security’s Enterprise SIEM product from the 
tactical to the strategic.

“We want our security operations to go to 
a single pane of glass – whether that be for 
audit purposes or, heaven forbid, forensic 
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“Most organizations can handle fi rewalls 

or intrusion prevention systems and more 
operational security, like anti-virus and 
patching, but SIEM continues to be one of 
the more troubled areas of security,” says 
Kris Herrin, CTO at Heartland Payment 
Systems in Princeton, N.J. “Co-sourcing 
provide a good option, offering the oppor-
tunity to maintain control of the tech-
nology while having a managed service 
provider develop for sustainability.” 

SaaS log management and SIEM make 
particularly good options for smaller enter-
prises, adds Anton Chuvakin, an indepen-
dent SIEM consultant. “Think of someone 
at a small or midsize business dealing with 
the daily grind, like doing anti-virus, and 
then suddenly having to manage every-
thing on the SIEM side, too,” he says. 
“SaaS can provide ease of use, ease of 
deployment and ease of management.”

Don’t forget the backend. 
“What is at the backend of the SIEM is 
just as important as the sensors in front of 
it,” says Jim Granger, director of capa-
bilities and readiness at The Navy Cyber 
Defense Operations Command (NCDOC), 
in Norfolk, Va. “Having data warehouses 
with decision support and business intelli-
gence enables us to do longer-term analy-
sis, historical archiving and visualization of 
our data,” he says. 

Sometimes, Granger adds, security pros 
will have to look beyond the SIEM plat-
form to get the right backend functionality. 

“The SIEM isn’t always the most capable 
tool for doing business intelligence,” he 
says. “You’ve got to optimize the SIEM 
and let other tools do what they do best 
and let some of the intelligence be handled 
elsewhere. This will give you lots of fl ex-
ibility in how you conduct your fi ght.”

continued from page 4



analysis – to validate what’s occurring and 
checking against policy and network secu-
rity procedures,” he says.

The data integration within an enterprise, 
as well as its data standards and architec-
ture, are critical to the success of a SIEM 
installation, adds NCDOC’s Granger. 

“If you cannot integrate information from 
different types and brands of sensors, you 
can’t put the picture together – and that is 
not easy,” he says. “It’s a challenge. This is 
not a ‘Welfare to Work’ program. You need 
talent to do it.”

Getting to a high level of maturity with 
SIEM does indeed take time, says Melson, 
noting that Priority Health began using 
SIEM roughly six years ago initially for net-
work security monitoring. It then phased in 
log management and automated analysis for 
server, databases and core fi nancial applica-
tions and compliance, and so this latest set 
of integrations represents the third phase of 
SIEM maturity for the company, he says. 

“What everybody has to remember is that 
SIEM isn’t the end-all and be-all,” Melson 
says. “It is really a toolset, expanding the 
scope and driving effi ciency for security 
operations. If you don’t have the personnel 
or aren’t ready to invest the time in a SIEM 
platform, then you’ve already handicapped 
what it is going to be able to do for you.” 

Making SIEM sustainable
Stories of SIEM gone wrong, even at com-
panies that have selected the best-of-the-
best products, may be hard to stomach, but 
they’re not hard to fi nd, says Kris Herrin, 
CTO at Heartland Payment Systems, the 
Princeton, N.J.-based company launched 

into infamy when hackers breached its 
massive card payment processing system, 
beginning in April 2008. “I’ve heard horror 
stories in talking with CSOs about SIEM 
deployments that have failed because they’ve 
been under-resourced,” says Herrin, who 
joined Heartland as CSO just two weeks 
prior to the breach.

Naturally, with such a history, Heartland 
is ultrasensitive to security requirements and 
needs, Herrin says. 

“One of the most important things for 
us is to make sure our security controls are 
sustainable and that they’re done in a way 
that we have sustainability to the control,” 
he says. “We can’t just throw something in 
one quarter because it sounds like a good 
idea and then a year down the road fi nd that 
it is not mitigating the risk we expected it to 
mitigate.”

While he was CSO, and with an open 
checkbook post-breach, Herrin says his 
team began trying to fi gure out what to do 
about Heartland’s lackluster SIEM imple-
mentation. The SIEM, deployed by a group 
that has since left the company, met minimal 
requirements and was providing little value 
in the absence of ongoing care, iterative de-
velopment and architectural knowledge.

Fortunately, the team recognized the 
shortcomings upfront, Herrin adds. “We 
knew we weren’t staffed and didn’t have 
dedicated resources that would be able to 
get the SIEM up and running in a way that 
would let us drive sustainability and make 
sure we could get the maximum mitigation 
and use out of the technology,” he says. 

After considering myriad options, the 
team decided “co-sourcing” best suited its 
needs, Herrin says. In this hybrid managed 
services model, Heartland maintains control 
of the SIEM platform – in its case ArcSight 
ESM – and all of the intellectual property 
that goes along with making it sustainable. 
Yet, Heartland itself doesn’t have to do the 
tuning and iterative development needed for 
additional use cases. For that, it relies on 
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I’ve heard horror stories in talking 
with CSOs about SIEM...”

– Kris Herrin, CTO, 
Heartland Payment Systems 
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Vigilant and its Fusion for SIEM managed 
service. 

“My team need to focus on incident re-
sponse and not worry about: ‘Hey, we want 
to monitor a certain application in a deep 
way, at the application layer instead of at the 
sys logs,’” Herrin says. “How are we going 
to make the SIEM aware of how this ap-
plication works? What custom formatting 
do we need to do? There’s a lot of work that 
goes into use case development and, from 
a sustainability standpoint, my folks aren’t 
good at that. With Vigilant, we get to keep 
the technology, but let somebody else drive 
its development.”

Heartland has been working with Vigilant 
since late 2009. 

Again, the goal is sustainability, Herrin says. 
“This really involves the whole lifecycle of the 
incident, from the alerting to the reporting, 
tracking and trending of it…in a way in that 
my team can absorb the results,” he says. “It 
might take a while to get the use case right 
and the reporting right, but that is OK. The 
absolutely worst thing we can have happen is 
that my infrastructure teams ignore alerts.”

After all, as Credit Union 24’s Williams 
says, “The biggest benefi t of SIEM should be 
assurance.” ■
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